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I recently challenged our readers
to finally take the
steps necessary to
automate their supply
chains—or face the
consequences
of being quickly
left behind.
Why did I toss
out this challenge?
Well, according to
the findings of our “28th Annual Study
of Logistics and Transportation Trends
Study,” far too many supply chain
professionals in manufacturing, distribution and retail are still spinning their
wheels as it relates to their ongoing
digitalization efforts.
As we continue to cover in our pages,
moving to a digital supply chain involves a
host of technologies that offer the promise
of a connected network that has access to
real-time, end-to-end visibility. However,
when characterizing their company’s current digital efforts, respondents to this
year’s survey suggested that there has
been a general shift toward more passive
approaches, with firms opting to follow
versus lead.
In fact, we saw a 60% increase in those
identifying as “laggards” while the “fast
follower” group went up over 79%. In
other words, instead of taking a proactive,
leadership role, too many supply chain
professionals are waiting and watching
the moves other firms are making toward
supply chain automation—and that’s not
going to cut it.
We hope that this Special Digital
Issues helps to push you along the digital
path and opens your eyes to many consequences associated with not going digital.

Peerless Media, LLC
Brian Ceraolo
President and CEO

Editorial Office
111 Speen Street, Suite 200
Framingham, MA 01701-2000
1-800-375-8015
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W

hether you’re running a manufacturing company, a distributorship, or a retail organization,
your supply chain is becoming increasingly complex and managing it is getting more difficult every year. As those complexities escalate, straightforward tasks like getting accurate forecasts
around customer demand and future orders require additional time, resources and labor.
This is especially true for companies that haven’t embraced digital supply chain management
and are operating their supply chains with manual processes and siloed, outdated technology solutions.
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“Supply chains are broadening
out to incorporate more suppliers
and customers that are dispersed
across more geographies,” says
Gavin Davidson, Oracle NetSuite’s
Product Marketing Manager for
ERP. “At the same time, companies
are trying to get the best price and
delivery options as quickly as possible. Combined, these factors are
just further complicating supply
chain and logistics processes.”
The challenges don’t end there.
Companies are also working with
a larger pool of vendors, each of
which has its own method of collecting and sharing data. Where
fully-automated suppliers may
provide shipment status updates in
real-time, for example, at the other
end of the spectrum are those that
use manual systems, still mostly
relying on phone calls and emails.
Those companies that provide
manual updates, or even none at all,
are at risk out of going out of business. These information gaps pose
major challenges for manufacturers and distributors across nearly
all industry sectors. In food and
beverage, pharma, and biotech, for
example, compliance, traceability,
and accountability are top priorities.
With organizations like the FDA and
the USDA constantly enhancing
compliance requirements, companies must be able to provide accurate information quickly and reliably.
For instance, the FDA is extremely
unforgiving of data mistyping, which
means manual systems generally
can’t stand up to its requirements.
To ensure the highest levels
of accuracy, the FDA is requiring
more companies use data capture
at the source and in real-time,
both of which can be achieved by

implementing a unified, cloudbased ERP. “A lot of the data that
end customers and regulatory
bodies are demanding has to be
provided in an electronic format,”
says Gerard Gray, Oracle NetSuite’s Principal Product Manager
for Manufacturing and Food and
Beverage, “be it through electronic
data interchange (EDI) or via integrations to external systems.”

Your customers want more
As the pace of change increases,
businesses can’t afford to wait on
the next technology update, nor can
they spare resources to implement
those upgrades, diverting resources

“The autonomous supply
chain processes and acts on
requests (e.g. to retrieve a
component from a specific
location and take it to a
delivery point) with little or no
human intervention, freeing
up organizations to do what
they do best: run, innovate and
grow their businesses.”
— Gavin Davidson, Oracle NetSuite’s
Product Marketing Manager for ERP

from value-add initiatives that
improve company strategies and
operations. Instead, manufacturers
and distributors need a fully-integrated ERP solution that tracks and
stores data across many different
departments, employees, products,
services, suppliers, and customers.
That data provides a single source of
truth leading to accurate analytics
and actionable insights that support
informed decision-making.
The autonomous supply chain

processes and acts on requests (e.g. to
retrieve a component from a specific
location and take it to a delivery
point) with little or no human intervention, freeing up organizations to
do what they do best: run, innovate
and grow their businesses. Supported by a unified, cloud-based
ERP, the autonomous supply chain
generates a long list of benefits
for both manufacturers and distributors, including reduced costs,
improved efficiencies, and better
planning and visiblity.
“The more processes you can
automate within your supply
chain, with the resultant data
being sent directly into your
central business system,” says
Davidson, “the more free time and
resources you’ll have to continue
driving value for your company.”
Inventory management is another
key component of the digital supply
chain. Ignoring this essential element can leave companies either
out of stock on “hot” items and
grappling with unhappy customers
or overstocked on slow-movers and
stuck with capital-intensive inventory. It also hampers a company’s
flexibility and agility, thanks to
resources being tied up and/or customers lost to companies that have
more accurate inventory visibility.
These scenarios are dangerous in
an environment where the Amazon
Effect has minimized customer
delivery expectations down to a
mere day or two at most.
Visibility also comes into play in
the digital world, where buyers are
used to logging into portals to see
where their orders are at any given
time. After all, when you can tap
the Domino’s mobile app to place
an order, get updates when the oven
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their useful life at a time when advanced technologies are
growing in popularity.
“These shippers put their businesses at risk by not
moving forward and adopting technologies like Oracle
NetSuite,” says Davidson, who has seen an uptick in
adoption by companies where new generations have
taken over the reins. “Their minds are much more open
to adopting technology, and I expect that to continue over
the next few years.”
As that shift occurs, the companies that get onboard
will also have to reassess employees’ and managers’ roles,
The cost of not modernizing
and particularly when it comes to gathering, utilizing, and
Small, family-owned entities that are run by older generasharing data in a productive manner. “In manufacturing
tions are known to be wary of new technology, but they’re
and distribution companies right now, there are some
certainly not alone in their fear of the unknown. The midnon-traditional roles that aren’t
sized manufacturer that doesn’t want
being identified and/or filled,”
to give away its “trade secrets” through
“With
the
autonomous
supply
says Davidson. “Because these
data-sharing and the large distributor
chain, all of the information
new technologies pump out a lot
that’s still using clipboards and spreadcoming in from suppliers
of data, it’s not inconceivable for
sheets to manage inventory both fall
goes
right
into
a
centralized,
shippers to have a data scientist
into the same boat of organizations that
unified platform,” says
onboard to analyze the informaare reluctant to invest in and impleDavidson, “where all of the
tion and ensure that it supports the
ment modern supply chain technology.
numbers
are
crunched,
and
organization’s strategy.”
Pointing to barcoding and RFID as
recommendations made. It’ll
two technologies that have prolifereven tell you when things are
ated in the distribution center and on
Using technology to scale
going sideways and show you
the warehouse floor, Gray says some
A family-owned business founded
end customers are demanding labels
in 1980, Compac Industries manuwhat to do about that.”
that can be read with a mobile phone.
factures and distributes products
— Gavin Davidson, Oracle NetSuite’s Product
This puts new pressure on shippers,
designed to make life simpler, rangMarketing Manager for ERP
who could risk losing those customing from kitchen gadgets, to oral
ers if they don’t step up and digitize
care, to baby accessories. Over its
quickly. The companies that ignore this reality not only
40 years in operation, the company has navigated many
fall behind the competition, but also hurt their own
significant changes across technology and consumer
operational efficiencies.
behavior that ultimately shaped the way the company
“The cost of acquiring new customers is huge, so the
went to market.
impact of losing them and not being able to replace them
Historically concentrated in the B2B space, Compac
is even steeper,” says Davidson. “At the end of the day,
Industries traditionally relied on its partnerships with
the digital supply chain really comes down to being able
retailers to reach end customers. B2C was less of a
to promise those customers accurate delivery dates, sharfocus, driven primarily by call-in customer orders from
ing data with them, and meeting those delivery commitproduct catalogs. Yet, as technology advancements drove
ments as often as possible.”
the growth of the ecommerce sector, both Compac’s conIf your company doesn’t do any of these things, your
sumer and competitive landscapes were revolutionized.
customers will find someone who can.
As its business continued to evolve, Compac recogIn some cases, the slow adopters have employed innized the limitations of its antiquated ERP system and
house systems for decades because they like the “control”
its manual processes, often done in Excel. To propel its
that comes with being able to see, touch, and feel combrand strategy and future growth, Compac needed the
puter equipment and servers. The problem is that these
right technology partner to manage the entirety of the
systems are now getting old, with many of them outliving
business, from customers, to inventory and financials.
“fires up,” and then track the driver’s route to your house,
why wouldn’t you be able to do the same thing with your
order of fasteners, office products, or fresh produce?
“Customers want to see what products you have in
stock, view shipping windows, enter their orders, and
then track those shipments from door-to-door,” says Gray.
“They already have this kind of control and buying power
in their personal lives, and now they also expect it with
their business transactions.”
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Compac switched from its Sage ERP platform to
NetSuite in 2017.
Today, Compac leverages a full business management suite, managing financials and accounting,
inventory, warehouse operations, customers and email
marketing on the NetSuite platform. During a recent
webinar, second generation President Dean-Paul Hart
proudly shared that after implementing NetSuite,
the company’s inventory was fully reported, and work
orders were automatically generating for the first time
in 20 years.
Hart values the system’s out-of-the-box dashboards,
which allow him to keep tabs on all major departments while empowering his employees to drive maximum value for the business. Compac has successfully
navigated 40 years of operation through two generations of Hart leadership. Building on the foundation
of strong family values established by his father, Hart
has helped guide Compac Industries through changing customer and competitive landscapes with the
help of modern technology.

information coming in from suppliers goes right into a
centralized, unified platform,” says Davidson, “where
all of the numbers are crunched, and recommendations
made. It’ll even tell you when things are going sideways
and show you what to do about that.”
For organizations that are just starting down the digital supply chain path, Davidson says the best first step is
to examine whatever centralized business system you’re
using now and determine whether it’s open and able to

EXECUTIVE ERP

EVALUATION AND
INVESTMENT
ROADMAP
Developed for the Modern Business

Automating the supply chain
For many companies, the thought of automating the
supply chain sounds both daunting and expensive, but
it doesn’t have to be. Having shepherded many organizations through the process, both Gray and Davidson
say the key to automation is to start small. For example,
a company that relies heavily on paper to manage its
fulfillment operations could start by trying to go paperless. This strategy is forward-looking because in the
end, going paperless is a primary component of extending a digitized supply chain out to customers
and suppliers.
Along the way, you’ll probably learn that many of
those vendors are experiencing the same challenges
that you are. This creates an opportunity to collaborate
and enhance those vendor relationships. “NetSuite
offers a complete range of business functions within
its overall solution, but it doesn’t demand that
you implement all of those areas simultaneously,”
Davidson points out. “You can adopt more functionalities over time, choose the areas that are particularly
impactful at the moment, and then advance in a
very controlled manner.”
When combined, these small steps help advance
companies of all sizes toward automating their supply
chain. “With the autonomous supply chain, all of the

www.netsuite.com

communicate and receive data in the cloud. In addition
to making digital supply chain management possible,
cloud ERP also has increased ease of adoption, lower
total cost of ownership, and more flexibility and scalability than legacy systems.
By embracing the cloud as part of their digital supply
chain strategies, companies are not only better positioned for today’s fast-paced, highly-competitive environment, but they can also significantly improve employee
satisfaction and retention while also attracting a younger,
more digital-savvy workforce. “Self-analyze and make
sure that whatever your company’s current and future
strategies are, they can be attained with the processes
that you have in place,” says Davidson. “If not, then it’s
time for a change.” •
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YOUR PATH TO THE

DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN
BY ROBERTO MICHEL, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Belief in the benefit of digital supply chains may be
widespread, but it’s less clear how to create one.
Fortunately for those seeking a path forward, there
are methodologies for assessing which digital
capabilities hold the highest value potential.

T

he digitized supply chain—characterized by rapid information
flow, advanced analytics, and digital
processes that mirror or even anticipate processes in the physical world—
are on the way. According to MHI’s
“2017 Annual Industry Report,” 80%
of respondents believe that digital supply chains will be the predominant
model within five years.
The benefits of digitized processes
include potential cost reductions,
customer service benefits and agility
in meeting demand. In fact, according to a recent survey for logistics
company DHL of nearly 350 supply
chain professionals, more than 75% of
businesses recognize the cost reduction benefits of digital information and
analytics technologies. The same study
found that 95% of respondents are not
yet fully capitalizing on the potential
benefits digital age analytics and innovations like robotics offer.
Belief in the benefit of digital supply
chains may be widespread, but with
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so many technologies potentially in
the mix—sensors, connected vehicles,
visibility tools, robotics, predictive
analytics and software that models
physical systems—it can be hard to
figure out where to start. Just how can
a company move from a traditional,
linear supply chain to a digitized supply chain network?
Unlike past information technology (IT) eras when planning for IT
improvements often focused on rolling
out new major systems like enterprise
resource planning (ERP) or a transportation management system (TMS)
because they were lacking or outdated,
today many companies are looking at
ways to create real-time fulfillment
visibility across logistics networks, or
apply analytics on top of transactional
systems. In short, it’s not enough to
pass transactions between systems and
plan and execute in siloed steps, but
rather, have digitized processes and
analytics-enabled insights to make the
supply chain faster and more flexible.

netsuite.com

acterized by a continuous flow of information and analytics” as
The pace of change with e-commerce and consumer habits
adds urgency to digitization. Whereas companies used to revisit Deloitte puts it.
A lot can fall under this umbrella, which is why agile
IT plans every couple of years, now companies are finding they
methods and steering committees are vital to rapid screenneed to refresh IT capabilities more frequently, says Stephen
Lapper, a digital supply networks leader with Deloitte Consulting. “As rapidly as things are changing and moving around in
“As rapidly as things are changing
the market, many organizations have trouble just trying to figure
and moving around in the market, many
out where to get started with digitization,” he says.
P.S. Subramaniam, a principal with consulting firm A.T. organizations have trouble just trying to figure
out where to get started with digitization.”
Kearney, agrees that there’s a lot of noise around supply
chain digitization, making it hard to get started. “There are a
— Stephen Lapper, Deloitte Consulting
lot of people touting answers and solutions,” he says. “With
all this noise, companies may struggle with even being able
to say: ‘What problems am I trying to solve and what is the
ing of ideas, explains Lapper. Deloitte calls its approach the
business case?’”
“digital foundry.” It consists of short phases to assess the
Subramaniam and Lapper agree that the remedy to this
value of particular digital capabilities.
uncertainty is to assess supply chain digitization against the
“When an idea comes into the digital foundry, the team will
objectives that matter most to a company, and test out small
spend a short period of time, usually about four weeks, putting
blocks of new capability in
meat on that idea to see how
an agile manner. There is no
it will apply to the business,”
single framework for going
Lapper says. “That idea will
digital, but there are methodthen go to a steering comologies for figuring out what
mittee, who will vote it up or
will payoff without spending a
down. For those that proceed,
couple of years doing it.
they progress in an agile man“The pace of change
ner. We’ll then take an ongoing
needed with digital supply
assessment of initiatives and see
MOTOALLIANCE
chain transformation requires
if they are creating value. And
SHIFTS INTO HIGH
a completely new way of
if they are, we can continue to
GEAR WITH NETSUITE
thinking about how you’re
invest—and if not, we’ll shut
building your capabilities,”
them down.”
A family-owned business manufacturing
“With NetSuite we can now
and distributing motor sports accessories—
believe
inventory
numbers.
Now,
says Lapper. “We see compaThe digital sprint methprimarily for ATVs and UTVs—out of Rogers,
Minn., MotoAlliance felt the growing pains
everyone is going to NetSuite
when its business grew four-fold between
nies shifting away from static
odology at A.T. Kearney also
first, and because everyone has
2013 and 2015. Due to that growth, leadership
access to anything that inventory
decided it needed to upgrade from a highly
roadmaps to much more
involves rapid assessment of
manual QuickBooks and spreadsheet-based
touches—sales, return, shipment,
system which limited visibility into financials
dynamic processes.”
capabilities. The first sprint
refund—they
understand
a
bigger
and inventory and simultaneously impacted
customer satisfaction and limited growth.
picture than their department.”
should be both quick and low
cost, says Subramaniam. At
Nimble methods
this stage, companies aren’t
The breadth and depth of the
trying to build production
digital supply chain concept is
ready apps or integrate to
why it makes sense to break it
back-end data sources. “You
down with nimble methods.
literally duke it out on an idea
There are many potential
scale and if an idea wins you build on it,” he says. “And, if
technologies involved.
an idea doesn’t win, there is no real loss—you learn from it
According to Deloitte, digital supply chain management
and move on.”
may include gathering insights from distributed data, sensors,
While digital sprint ideas should tie into company goals,
and connected assets to drive actionable improvements via
it’s a mistake to take too much of a “top down” mentality,
advanced analytical and digital solutions. The idea is to move
from linear supply chains to connected, nimble networks “char- Subramaniam adds. The best digital innovators take a more
Kristy Kapsner, Operations Manager, MotoAlliance
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“bottoms-up” approach to foster a groundswell of ideas to
assess in sprints, resulting in a “portfolio” of digital capabilities.
“It’s actually associated with some level of creative madness,”
he says. “You can’t be that deliberate about it.”
One example of a digital sprint, says Subramaniam, involved
an auto parts retailer that wanted to enhance its standing as
“first call” supplier for repair shops. It had good inventory accuracy at its stores but needed digital functionality that would convince shop owners it could get parts delivered quickly.

“There are a lot of people touting answers
and solutions. With all this noise, companies
may struggle with even being able to say,
‘what problems am I trying to solve, and what
is the business case?’”
— P.S. Subramaniam, A.T. Kearney

With these goals in mind, says Subramaniam, the
company quickly mocked up an app that shop owners could
use to see if a part was available close by and that would track
delivery progress. The mock up wasn’t a production ready app,
but was enough to assess value. “If you can’t quickly show how
some functionality will work, it’s more difficult to figure out
the value proposition,” he says.
Lapper agrees an agile approach to supply chain digitization
can’t be exhaustive when it comes to requirements gathering and testing early on. “We encourage companies to think
through what their vision is, what the end-state is they want
to achieve, but to not be so specific that they feel that need to
get it down to the ‘nth’ degree with requirements,” he says.

Pinpointing gaps
While digital technologies like blockchain and artificial intelligence (AI) can be applied to specific supply chain issues (like
product traceability in the case of blockchain), it’s best to turn
to appropriate technologies only after assessing for gaps in
your capabilities, says Dwight Klappich, a research vice president with analyst firm Gartner.
“Rather than starting the digital supply chain conversation
with AI, it’s better to look at the future state you want to be in
and then think through how those future-state processes can
be enhanced by AI,” says Klappich.
Gartner uses a matrix methodology with clients to assess
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supply chain needs, says Klappich. This matrix examines
key processes on both the demand side and the supply side,
assesses the relative strength or weakness of processes in
the context of the desired future state, and looks to address
shortcomings.
“This approach helps you map out where you are with
current capabilities and where you have gaps,” Klappich says.
“The needs will differ by company. One company may find
it has a strong sales and operations planning process, but its
inventory planning is weak.”
Klappich also sees technology assessment becoming more
wholistic as companies grapple with the type of cross-enterprise and inter-departmental orchestration needed today. “In
the past, the ‘to-be’ focus was often on creating the requirements for a specific system for one functional area within the
company like manufacturing or distribution, whereas now,
the ‘to be’ assessments are more about defining the areas of
orchestration the business needs to work on,” he says.
There are some common needs when it comes to supply
chain digitization. For instance, underlying execution systems like ERP or warehouse management systems (WMS)
need to have high inventory accuracy and solid execution of
procurement and replenishment processes to set a foundation for predictive analytics or visibility tools.
“It becomes even more challenging to digitize your supply chain because there are so many different systems being
used, even within one company,” notes Norm Saenz, Jr.,
managing director with St. Onge, a supply chain consulting company. “In many companies, there are multiple ERP
systems or supply chain applications that hold needed data,
and you also need data from logistics partners. It’s challenging because digitization means understanding systematically
what’s happening throughout your entire supply chain—all
the way from your upstream suppliers through your network
and out to the end consumer.”
Digital solutions that act as a visibility layer for goods in
transit are a common need, as companies try to keep pace
with e-commerce fulfillment and ultimately provide better
customer service, notes John Sidell, principal with advisory
firm New Course.
“Having that visibility layer really acts as the backbone for
e-commerce fulfillment, especially for inventory in motion,
whether it’s a parcel shipment leaving one of your facilities,
as well as for inbound shipments from suppliers,” says Sidell.
The challenge with achieving near real-time visibility is

netsuite.com

provide solutions for visibility, global trade management or AI.
that the data usually isn’t sitting in one system. The needed
Services from third-party logistics (3PL) providers might also
updates and shipment details might be in multiple systems
fit into a digital supply chain strategy because 3PLs may offer
within your organization or those of logistics partners, which
digital capabilities around shipment visibility, in addition to havis why visibility “control tower” solutions that combine inteing strong systems for TMS or WMS. “They [3PLs] have a lot
gration with visibility functions have gained favor.
of technology that can help enable part of your digital strategy
Additionally, Sidell points out, visibility layers shouldn’t just
give updates, they should also have mechanisms for
taking actions. “You might need to re-route a shipment,
“Having that visibility layer really acts as the
so at your control tower level, you should also be able to
backbone for e-commerce fulfillment, especially
invoke actions across your network,” says Sidell.
for inventory in motion, whether it’s a parcel
Of course, underlying execution systems need
shipment leaving one of your facilities, as well
to be accurate for visibility tools to know where atrest inventory is located, while solutions like vehicle
as for inbound shipments from suppliers.”
telematics or location tracking of shipments give
— John Sidell, New Course
visibility over goods in transit. The end goal with
visibility and associated analytics is to be able to pinpoint arrival times, notes Sidell. “Visibility is the foundation,
and provide better visibility, rather than you spending your
because if you know where things are, you can make much
capex on trying to create those capabilities,” says Saenz.
better commitments to your customers,” he says.
To succeed with digital supply chain efforts, compaSaenz agrees that the end game with digitization is to
nies have to “think big, start small, and scale fast,” says
have better control and predictability. Various solutions, from
Deloitte’s Lapper. Some digitization efforts might be more
cloud-based predictive
incremental in nature, like
analytics, or IoT solutions
connecting machine assets on
in facilities, can help with
a manufacturing line to analytNovember 2017
providing better visibility to
ics, while others might be “net
issues like shipments, lead
new” digital capabilities, like
THE COST OF DOING NOTHING IN
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION
times, and the ability of a
providing connectivity to prodARE YOU LEADING OR “MAKING DO” WITH THE
SOFTWARE RUNNING YOUR BUSINESS?
facility to process orders.
ucts in the field to enable new
Less than 60% of wholesale distributors indicate processes critical to their
businesses are fully supported by enterprise applications like Enterprise
“You have a lot of power
services to customers.
Resource Planning (ERP). Instead distributors limp along, ”making do”
with something less than a complete solution, or struggle with a
in your supply chain if,
In either case—enhancing
collection of disconnected applications. These processes include basics
such as order-to-cash and procure-to-pay. Even fewer report fundamental
functions like warehouse management (35%), procurement (43%) and
through digitization, you
current
processes or enabling
finance and accounting (23%) are well supported with a single, integrated
solution.
know where everything
new ones—the same agile
And yet, wholesale distributors in today’s challenging economy face
increasing global competition, growing complexity of supply chains and
is and you have access to
methods can make digital suptrade regulations, and continued volatility of oil prices impacting
transportation cost. And to top it off, they operate on razor thin margins.
World Class Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) implementations have
real-time information about
ply chain easier to build. “We
been shown to produce impressive performance improvements and cost
savings. If you, like many distributors, are still “making do” with a less
activity through your netencourage companies to think
than optimal solution, you are essentially leaving money on the table. This
is the cost of doing nothing.
work,” Saenz says. “When
big, but not in a way that creTHE IMPETUS FOR CHANGE
Wholesale distribution isn’t immune to the accelerating pace of change today.
all those elements are in
ates a lot of limitations upfront
Technological advances and an increasingly connected, global and digital
economy have resulted in change that extends deep into the very foundation
place, you can make the
by having to gather all possible
of distribution. Instead of operating as completely autonomous and isolated
islands with tenuous ties to other supply chain participants, most modern
distributors must operate in global networks.
right tactical changes when
requirements,” Lapper conThe continued shift to more distributed environments and global trade
relationships began decades ago when low-cost country sources made
you see obstacles arising.”
cludes. “You can prove that a
“outsourcing” very appealing. As companies become less vertically integrated
to reduce costs and focus more on their core competencies, it has become
smaller idea works, gain success
Think big, start small
necessary to develop new ways of doing business with each other within the
new network economy.
and then build on that.” •
Companies looking to create a digital supply chain
don’t need to build one from
Roberto Michel is a
scratch. Various vendors can
contributing editor to MMH
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THE ROLE CLOUD ERP TECHNOLOGY
PLAYS IN SUPPLY CHAIN AUTOMATION

T

here’s little doubt that advancements in technology have made everyday life easier,
both at home and in the workplace. The same holds true for manufacturers
and distributors.
Technology advancements continue to drive and transform supply chain automation. Every year,
supply chain processes become increasingly automated, efficient, and cost-effective. Driving these
changes are technology and software innovations that benefit the factory floor, distribution centers,
trucking operations, the back office, and beyond.
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In this whitepaper, we’ll examine emerging trends
and best practices in supply chain automation, as well
as explore how advancements in business technologies—especially Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
software—are helping manufacturers and distributors
become faster and more productive.
To that end, choosing and implementing the proper
ERP system is crucial not only for the supply chain,
but also for business success. Whether you are a small
startup, a midsize manufacturing company,
or a large-scale
distribution center, today’s ERP
technology can
help automate
office processes, inventory management, and supply
chain activity. Most importantly, the right ERP can
quickly lead to a significant boost in the manufacturing
and distribution bottom line. We will explore how to
evaluate different ERP platforms, as well as focus in on
how ERP systems impact supply chain automation.

Emerging technologies
Automation has arguably had the greatest impact on how
manufacturers and distributors have conducted day-to-day
operations, fulfilled orders, and delivered product over the
last couple of decades. Advancements like robotics and
cloud-based software provide a centralized approach to
procurement, shipping, and inventory management.
“Supply chains are becoming larger. The job of a
supply chain manager is becoming increasingly complex— there are more items, more divisions, more
options on items, and more countries that they’re
dealing with,” says Gavin Davidson, Oracle NetSuite’s
Product Marketing Manager for ERP. “Having a flexible
back-office business system that can enhance supply
chain systems and grow with your business is a big factor in supply chain automation.”

Another emerging supply chain trend involves the
Internet of Things (IoT)—a system of linked devices
with the ability to transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-computer interaction.
Manufacturers and distributors are using IoT
technology for highly sophisticated development
projects, such as the embedding of sensors on equipment in order to receive data from the field. While
collecting huge amounts of data is critical in today’s
competitive business environment,
the real challenge
is in the interpretation of that
data stream.
Even though
most manufacturing customers have sensors in place—and the ability
to collect data—almost all of them lack the ability to
analyze it, according to Davidson.
Information gathered through IoT is an important tool for manufacturers. Instead of a reactionary
approach to equipment maintenance, sensors can
predict issues before failures occur, allowing technicians to take a proactive approach with predictive
maintenance. This information also helps organizations fix small problems before becoming big, production-stopping, problems.
Manufacturers also use real-time data tracking as
an aid to evaluate operations and procedures in order
to improve productivity.
“We have customers doing some interesting things
with IoT,” Davidson says. “They make a lot of devices
to embed the ability to get metrics back from the
field.” In one example, a customer embedded sensors
in water filtration machines. The sensors now can
relay a variety of data on the content of the water, as
well as the number of gallons processed each month,
allowing the company to more efficiently produce its
filtration devices and replacement filters.
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Raising the bar

“The biggest evolution has been that you can convert someone who was just entering orders into the
No matter the company size, running a manufacsystem into someone with access to the entire busituring or distribution business involves handling a
ness system,” Davidson says.
multitude of moving parts—from inventory and order
Nowadays, companies evaluating or replacing an
management, to accounting and customer relationERP system need to evaluate the additional funcship management, and beyond. This is where ERP
tionality the system provides, along with a number of
software comes into play. In simple terms, ERP
additional factors.
manages all of the various business functions into
When asked about today’s ERP evaluation best
one complete system that helps organize the data for
practices, Davidson
interpretation, analysis,
says, “The things to stay
and action.
away from are niche
Many companies
systems because busiquestion the need for
ness models are always
an ERP investment.
evolving. No one is just
The truth is, no matter
a manufacturer or disyour size, the right ERP
tributor or retailer anysystem will help better
more. Everyone’s selling
manage business prothrough more channels
cesses, improve supply
than before. You need
chain automation, and
FAMILY-RUN CHEMICAL BUSINESS
TAKES ON THE GLOBE
an ERP system that
ultimately improve the
serves many markets
bottom line.
GE
Chaplin
was
founded
in
1988
as
a
“With NetSuite, everything
because you might
In the supply chain
manufacturers’ representative/sales agency
in the office has gotten more
by Gregg Chaplin. Now a family-run business
not know what market
management process,
operated by Chaplin, his son Shane and a
streamlined. From our PO process
team of 13, the company has since grown
to
materials
to
sales
orders,
you’ll get into next. It
ERP can assist in sevto become a global distributor of specialty
everyone is much more efficient.”
chemicals, gradually expanding into 20 niche
segments of the market.
has to adapt.”
eral ways, such as with
supply chain planning,
purchasing and proBenefits of the cloud
curement, and monitorWhen it comes to deing and maintenance.
ciding on the best ERP
The right ERP can
system for your busioffer order tracking,
ness, it is crucial to ask:
increased productivity,
Is the ERP system onimproved efficiency,
premise or in the cloud?
and inventory optimization.
The difference between a traditional on-premise
The truth is, ERP software has come a long way
ERP system and one that’s cloud-based is simple:
since it first made an appearance on the scene in
Systems located on-site are installed on the comthe 1980s and 1990s. When Davidson first started
pany’s local hardware and servers and managed by
working in ERP, companies were primarily using
in-house staff. Cloud-based ERP systems are hosted
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) machines. They
on a cloud computing platform and are software-aswould receive orders, print them out on paper, and
a-service (SaaS) managed by the vendor through the
then the information would have to be input manuinternet, giving customers access to the ERP through
ally into the ERP system.
a web browser anywhere they have internet access.
Shane Chaplin, Vice President, GE Chaplin
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So, what are the benefits of on-premise versus
cloud ERP? Cloud ERP increases overall accessibility and allows users to share and transfer data
across all departments in their business. In addition, cloud ERP is version-less because continual
software updates are made by the vendor, meaning the system is always on the latest version.
Finally, cloud ERP offers significant cost savings,
eliminating the need for ongoing IT maintenance
costs and often times, reducing or eliminating
the need for an IT support staff.

Taking on the entire supply chain
NetSuite, the first cloud ERP company, has
been supporting manufacturing and distribution
customers with their supply chain needs
ranging from financial management and planning, warehouse fulfillment, procurement,
inventory management, and more. Five years
ago, the company began a deep dive into
their own supply chain system to find out how
services could be improved to enhance the
customer experience.
A group of Oracle NetSuite’s high-tech and
consumer electronics customers were invited to
NetSuite headquarters to map out their operations and supply chain processes. The companies
worked together to identify where they felt the
most pain in their everyday processes, and where
an ERP system could make improvements.
“We wanted to have the customers tell us what
needed to be fixed,” says Davidson. “That formed
the basis of the SCOPE project: Supply Chain
Operational Excellence.”
The customer group then prioritized the most
critical of the identified problems. While Oracle
NetSuite representatives anticipated the majority
of the problem areas, a few came as a surprise,
such as new product information (NPI) and
documentation. Customers wanted tools that
would alert them when a product or system was
reaching the end of its life. They also wanted
their suppliers to have access to the latest prod-

uct drawing and specs on a 24/7 basis. From this
input, product changes and improvements were
mapped out and implemented.
Since 2015, Oracle NetSuite has repeated
this same customer input process several times
over, each time with an increased number of
participating customers. The end result? As the
company rolls out new product functionality, it
knows the enhanced solutions will solve its customers’ most urgent problems.
In the latest product update, Oracle NetSuite
unveiled a variety of new or enhanced supply
chain features that affect all parts of the business, including:
• Inbound Shipment Management
• NetSuite Warehouse Management
System (WMS)
• Inventory Status
• Quality Management
• Supply Chain Snapshot
• Automatic Location Assignment
• Cross-Subsidiary Fulfillment
• Engineering Change Orders
• SuitePeople
“We’re still working on it,” Davidson says.
“It’s a fun project to be part of, and it will be
interesting to see all the functionality when
it’s finished.”

About this report
The information in this report was researched
and produced by Industrial Distribution in conjunction with Oracle NetSuite.

About Oracle NetSuite
For more than 20 years, Oracle NetSuite has
helped organizations grow, scale and adapt to
change. NetSuite provides a suite of cloud-based
applications, which includes financials / Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), HR, professional
services automation and omnichannel commerce,
used by more than 18,000 customers in 203
countries and dependent territories. •
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3 TIPS

for Family Business Survival from
the Oldest Apothecary in America
BY KRISTIN SWENSON, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRY MARKETING LEAD

I

t is no exaggeration to say that family businesses are the
backbone of the U.S. economy – representing 64 percent
of U.S. GDP, 62 percent of employment and 78 percent
of new job creation, according to research from Kennesaw
State University. Moreover, family businesses represent the
full spectrum of America’s business landscape – ranging
from small businesses to major corporations. In fact, some
of the most iconic American brands – including Ford, Estee
Lauder and Walmart – are family-owned and controlled.
Despite these strong economic stats, the survival of
family-owned businesses is less optimistic. Only 30 percent
of family businesses survive into the second generation of
ownership, 12 percent into the third, and a mere 3 percent
into the fourth, according to the Family Business Alliance.
With all of this in mind, NetSuite set out to understand
what family businesses can and should do to ensure their
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longevity and success. What is the secret to balancing a family business’ traditions and history with the changing business
landscape of today?
In a recent webinar “The Family Business: Balancing Tradition with Change,” NetSuite’s Ranga Bodla sat
down with Ian Jay Ginsberg, President of C.O. Bigelow,
distributor and retailer of beauty and personal care products, for a candid discussion around how the 180-yearold family business approaches balancing its rich traditions with modern trends.
The oldest surviving apothecary in America, C.O.
Bigelow was originally founded as The Village Apothecary
Shoppe in New York’s Greenwich Village. In the absence of
doctors, this local apothecary became a popular destination
where New Yorkers went to visit their pharmacist for a
diagnosis and solution. As the brand became more
netsuite.com

established, the business
passed from employer to
employee when it was purchased in 1880 by Clarence
Otis Bigelow, who renamed
the company C.O. Bigelow. In
1939, Ginsberg’s grandfather,
William B. Ginsberg, a firstgeneration proprietor, Eastern
European immigrant and
pharmacist, purchased C.O.
Bigelow – and the family business was born.

brand by “viewing every partnership as a marriage.” In doing so,
the C.O. Bigelow brand – and the
history it represents – lives on.

9 SURPRISING
FACTS
YOU NEVER KNEW
ABOUT FAMILY
BUSINESSES
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In the face of big-box competition, whose size and scale
allowed them to offer more competitive pricing for less margin,
Ginsberg recognized the business was in no position to compete
on price. As he considered C.O. Bigelow’s own strengths, he realized its differentiating factor relied on the company’s rich history.
It was then that Ginsberg realized the long-term strategy of C.O.
Bigelow was to build on the strength of the brand and compete
on what they had perfected over the last 150 years: the in-store
apothecary experience.

Maintain authenticity in everything you do
Recognizing its status as a leader in pharmaceutical, beauty
and care products, C.O. Bigelow sought to become experts as
merchants. Ginsberg knew that to maintain this reputation, the
company needed to source and sell the best products available. To do so, Ginsberg expanded his product search beyond
the United States, traveling across the world to source the best
products. As consumer buying habits and technology changed,
C.O. Bigelow developed a catalog business, which eventually
evolved to an online business.
Today, C.O. Bigelow operates as a retailer, selling its own
branded products along with other family-owned products from
around the world – both in-store and online. Additionally, C.O.
Bigelow operates a wholesale business, partnering with retail partners such as Sephora, Nordstrom and Anthropologie. In all lines of
business, Ginsberg ensures the authenticity of the C.O. Bigelow

Use technology to level the
playing field
Before moving onto NetSuite,
Ginsberg admits he gave C.O.
Bigelow’s back-end technology
very little thought. It was only
when it came time for an ERP
upgrade did C.O. Bigelow really
dig into the company’s system
landscape. In doing so, he
realized that the different business lines were all running on
different systems – prohibiting a
holistic view of the C.O. Bigelow
business health.

Around the same time, fate
stepped in. As Hurricane Sandy
ravaged the East Coast, almost all New York-based organizations lost power. Ginsberg remembers that it was the company’s
cloud-based email server that allowed them to maintain communication with their employees while many other companies
in their industry could not. It was then that Ginsberg really
bought into the value of the cloud.
C.O. Bigelow runs NetSuite to manage its financial, customer,
inventory and order data. With NetSuite, C.O. Bigelow not only
has a 360-degree view of the business but has also gained workplace advantages. The system itself is both easy to use and available anytime, anywhere – allowing employees to work remotely
with more flexibility as needed. As for performance results, C.O.
Bigelow has been able to grow its wholesale channel upwards of
30 percent annually across more than 1,000 partner stores, such
as, Barney’s and Nordstrom. Cash flow has increased, and the
business has better control over pricing.
Ginsberg argues that technology to a family business is the
means to “leveling the playing field.” While most family businesses will not be able to match the size or scale of the Amazons of the world, they can match the pace. “The big don’t eat
the small, the fast eat the slow” Ginsberg said. He encourages
other family businesses to take a second look at their technology
systems – and ask themselves if they are a hinderance or a tool.
Access the family business webinar recording for the full
story on C.O. Bigelow’s family business journey. •
www.netsuite.com

Kristin Swenson, Wholesale Distribution
Industry Marketing Lead
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